






2. Glimpses into the prenatal world via ultrasound imaging occasionally show

behavior such as .

a. the development of the central nervous system.

b. the sex of the baby-to-be.

c. a fetus sucking its thumb.

d. structures as small as the pupil of an eye of a second-trimester fetus.

3. Although the animals and plants that live in the world’s various deserts come

from different ancestral stocks,

a. they have solved their problems of survival differently.

b. none of them have adapted to the jungles.

c. they are from different deserts.

d. they resemble one another to a surprise degree.

4. Children dress up in witches’ hats or goblin suits to play pranks when

celebrating the ancient pagan holiday of Halloween. In confrasf,

a. Thanksgiving is a traditional holiday.

b. Thanksgiving is always celebrated on the fourth Thursday of November.

c. families dress more formally and set elegant tables for the more serious

occasion of Thanksgiving.

d. children enjoy Thanksgiving

-
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8. Until recently, chlamydial infections could be detected only by a complicated

test that took up to seven days to complete and which was offered only at a

few medical centers. As a result,

a. up to 10 percent of all college students are afflicted  with it.

b. chlamydial infections were rarely diagnosed.

c. chlamydial infections are treated promptly.

d. doctors prescribe large doses of antibiotics to treat the infections.

9. Medical researchers have recently developed a nonsurgical method of treating

heart disease that, in some cases,

a. is just as effective as coronary bypass surgery but is much less

expensive and disabling.

b. can replace a clogged artery by the transplanting of a vein or artery

from another part of body.

c. continues to be underused because coronary bypass operations are

lucrative for hospitals and Surgeons.

d. requires opening up the chest and opening under local anesthesia.

10. Neurons, which cannot divide, are the basic cells of the brain. Glial cells,

which can increase in number, provide support and nourishment to the

neurons. It was hypothesized that if Einstein’s brain was more active in some

areas, more glial cells would be found there. Indeed,
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